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The Center fT the Study of Kuni.y Colleges, under a grant from

the National ce Foundati aged in a study of curriculum and

instruction A<< two Year college science and science-related technologies.

Using a dtiopwide sample of 15% of the colleges (N.175), balanced-by region,

szo, and college the Center sampled instructors from every 13th

SCIOP course section offered in Fall, 1977. Of the 1569 deliverable

rveys re seat to instructors of class sections that had been

canceled; 1275 surveys were returned (85%). Following, is a summary of

the findincs.

Average initial enrollments per class for all science courses:..

Average number of students who completed the course and re-

ceived grades..

Average by discipline:
Initial

enrollment
ReCeived
grades.

25

Percent
completed

Agricultuile 26 23 88%
Anthro & Interdisciplinary

Social Science 30 24 80%,
Biology 39. -31 79%
Chemistry 1 30 24 80%
Earth/Space 34 26 76%
Economics i 35 28 80%
Engineering 24 19 79%
Interdisciplinary
Science 26 21 81%-

Math 28 20 71%
Physics-. 24 21. 88%
Psychology 39 32 82%
Sociology 35 29 83%

Larger clesssections tended to be taught by faculty with the most

experience. Faculty with less than 3 years experience had an average of
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29 students per section, whereas 37 s udents.were enrolled in classes taught

by instructors with 11 or more years of teaching. Part-t me instructors

also tended to teach smaller classes.

Engineering courses enroll five times more males than females, and

agriculture and physics both had male-female ratios in excess of 2 to 1.

On the other-hand, feAles'outnumbered males 2 to 1 in biology courses,

mainly on the strength of predominantly female enrollments in the allied

health fields. Psychology courses also showed a high propOrtion of fe-

males.,

Instructors described the level and intended audience for their

class by indicating whether an assortMent of descriptive statements could

by used to characterize their course. It was found that 68% of the science

courses were described as "parallel" or equivalent to a lower division

course:at a transfer institution. Around 35% of the courses were designed,

for transfers majoring in natural resources, a jedhealthi physical

sciences, biological sciences, and non-science majors.--Tbirtyfive-per.7_

cent also indicated that their course was appropriate for further ed-

ucation for adults. Remedial courses were prevalent in mathematics

of math courses), but were scarcely found in other areas.

-Instructors were asked to choose one quality they wanted their

students to achieve from sets of four objectives. In oneset, 61% wanted

their students to "Apply principles learned in the course to solve qual-

itative or quantitative problems." Bolstered by strong support from

social sciences, 27% wanted'. students. "Understand the-interrelation-

ships of science and society."` Few instructors were concerned with "Lab



techniques" (except engineering) and "The ability to understand sci-

entific research literature."

The next set of four desired qualities showed equal support for "Re-

late knowledge to real world systems and problems," anc 'JAerstand prin-

ciples, concepts, and terminology of the discipline. "Appreciate/under-

stand scientific method" drew minimal support, and except for agriculture

and-engineering "Hands-on field experience" was not considered-fmOortant.

The third set of goalsincluded--"Develop the ability to think cri-

__. tcallY," which received 47% of the responses, "Gain qualities of mind

useful in further education" 'drew nearly one-third, and "Learn to use

tools of research" and Understand self" were endorsed by about 9%, Al-

though "Understand self" was not strongly supported by faculty in the

physical sciences and technologies, over a third of the social science.

instructors wanted students to learn about themselves in class. Dif-

ferences in- course goals were substantial between different disciplines,

but the faculty as a whole were quite consistent when the variables cone

sidered were full--time versus parttime- instructor -highest deoree_held

and years of experience.'

Another area of inquiry concerned the percentage f-science courses

carried a prerequisite. Just over 40% of the instructors reported

that their class-had a prerequisite Disciplinary differences in pre-

requisites were extreme from a low of 10% earth/space-sCiences and in-

tegratecisciences to-a high group of physics (78%), chemistry (68-



engineering (65%), and math

prerequisites, whereas di=:clar2

-4-

courses were usually used as_,_

Ace major or achieving a specific

exam score were rarely used._

We_asked-instructors they allocate their class time

between various activities u vcr the entire term. It was found that science

instructors lecture 45% of the time, with economics teacherS lecturing

most and engineering faculty lecturing least. Class discussions account

for the next largest block of class time -- 15%. Social sciences and

matheMatics instructors devote over 20% of class' time to discussion,

the rest of the sciences were considerably lower. The area that showed

It

the'largest fluctuation in average usage was laboratory experiments by

students. This was to be expected, as many classes have no lab component.

Of the total sample of 1275 sections, about a third of the classes spent

some time in lab work, so that although the average time for the sample

was 11%, engineering and chemistry instructors devoted 30% of class time

to labs, and biology and physics used over 25%. The only other activity

that took .up an appreciable amount of class time was quizzes and exams.

They accounted for 10% Of the class-time, and were evenly balanced across

disciplines, with math using them slightly more than others.

Other classroom activities Were used sparingly. Student verbal pre-

sentations, simulation /gaming, and guest lectures were used little, mostly

in social science courses. Field-trips were rarely noted except in ag-

riculture courses, where 58% of the classes took off-campuS. excursions.

Media presentations accounted for 5% of class time. Only 12% of the math.
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instructors used any form of reproducible presentation. Lecture/demonstration

experiments and laboratory practical exams took up small percentages of class

time.

Because different forms of media are often integral to- attempts at in-

structional innovation, we asked the instructors to indicate how often they

used them. Around half the instructors used maps, chartS, illustrations,

displays; overhead transparencies; and films. Overhead transparencies and

slides were the two media most likely to be developed by the individual

instructors. Although only 30% of the sample used-slides, they were utilized,

by over 75% of the instructors in biology, agriculture, and earth/spaCe

sciences. Single concept film loops were rarely seen.except in physics and

biology, and,Tilmstrips were utilized frequently in agriculture, integrated

sciences, and sociology. Audiotapes, cassettes, and records, videotapes,

and audiotapeiSlide/film combinations were all used by around 20% of the in=

structors. Three-dimensional models were frequently employed in chemistry

(92%), and biology (76%) courses. Natural preserved or living specimens

were extensively used in biology and agriculture classes, but did not appear

in any other disciplines. Full-time faculty were more likely than their

part -time colleagues to utilize almost all of the aforementioned instructional

aides,and they were also more likely to develop their own-matei-ials. There

was a surprising lack of differenee in the use of media between small, medi6
c

and large colleges.

We asked about the type and quantity of written materials used in class.

Naturally, nearly all instructors used textbooks. Syllabi and handout materials
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were used by 62%, and 44% used lab materials or workbooks. Between 10% and

25% used .problem books,.. newspapers, reference books, collections of readings,

and journal_ and/or magazine articles. Approximately 80% of the biology,

chemistry, and physics instructors used lab materials and workbooks. Over

half the anthropology,- and agriculture classes utiliied journal and magazine

articles, Although newspapers were only used by 11% of the total group,

45% of the economics instructors found them useful. Full-time faculty were

more likely than part-timers to use workbooks and 'syllabi.

We also were concerned with the number of pages the students were re-

quired to read. Sociology, psychology, and anthropology instructors required

the most textbook. reading. Faculty with more experience and full-time

status asked the students to read more pages. Faculty holding the doctorate

degree had the highest reading requirements. For the entire sample the

average number of pages required was 308.

Most of the faculty,(62%) were satisfied with their textbook, although

12% said they definitely-intended changing texts. Two percent of the fac-

ulty Prepared their own text. Over-half of the instructors in anthropology/

interdisciplinary social science, agriculture, chemistry, earth/space, in-

tegrated sciences, and psychology had total say in selecting their textbook.

Only-21% of the math instructors had, total sayand 35% of the math faculty

had no say in textbook selection. Lt---interestind to note that full-

timers and part-timers seem equally-satisfied with their materials despite

the fact that 64% of the part-time faculty did not participate in textbook

--- selection cs opposed to only 13% of the full-time faculty who were "assigne "

texts.
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Lab materials were widely utilized in classes where the textbook reading

was lower, tending to equalize. the number of pages assigned. Lab materials

were prepared by 38% of the instructors who us,, them, and in most cases

they had total say in their selection: Syllabi were used by over half the

respondents, and were almost always prepared by the individual instructor.

Instructors indicated that this was the reading material they were most

highly satisfied with.

The instructors were asked to indicate the-activities that were used

to determine students' grades, and how heavily they counted. Only two

activities were widely used to determine more than 25% of the students'

grades: quick-score objective tests used by 60% of instructors and essay

exams used by 41%. No other criteria were widely used tcp determine a sig-

nificant percentage of the students' grades, although about one-third of

the faculty graded student participation in class discussion, attendance

homework, and papers written outside of class. Papers written in Class,

field reports, oral recitation, workbook- completion, discussionS with in-
,

structor,, research reports, non-written projects, lab reports, practical

exams, and problem sets were used in varying degreeS among the different

disciplines, but to a small-degree for the field in general. Papers written

outside of casL were widely used in anthropology/interdisciplinary social

science, sociology, and psychology. The only other grading criteria that

were a strong determinant of grades were laboratory unknowns and/or practical

exams and laboratory reports. They were heavily used in biology, chemistry,

engineering, and physicS.,

Instructors were asked what abilities the students were expected to



exhibit. The most important trait was "Acquaintance with Concepts of the

discipline," which was strongly supported throughout,the disciplines. In

contrast, "Mastery of a skill" was considered "very important" by 88% of

the math instructors-, but only 13% of-anthropology/interdisciplinary social

science teachers and 11% f sociolOgy instructors concurred with this as

sessment. "Relationship of, concepts to student's own values" was considered

to be least important, despite\strong=emphatit of this point in the social

sciences. Instructors with lest an 3 years of experience were less likely

than more experienced faculty to 6onscder "Relationship of concepts to stu-

dents own values" important.

Grading practices were found to be fairstandardized, 74% of the

class sections were graded ABCDF, and 15% ABCD No Credit. ABC/No Credit,

is used sparingly (6%) and Pass/Fail and =Pass/No Credit were used even less.

Private colleges used ABCDF almost exclusively. Medium size urban colleges

showed the most flexibility in grading schemes.

Instructors recommended that their students attend a wide range of out-

of-class activities, but these activities were rarely. required. Films and

field trips were required by around 5% of the faculty, with Lqci trips re-

quired in 26% of the agriculture classes.- Teledsion programs, outside

lectures, and tutoring were recommended by about one-third of the faculty.

Faculty were asked to note what types of assistance was available,

and whether the assistance was utilized. Clerical help was most widely

available (82%), and was utilized by 69%. Tutors, media production, and

library assistance were all employed by about one-third of the insteuctors

0



Lab assistants were available to 25% of the instructors, and 81% of these

instructors chose to utilize their help. Full-time faculty indicated that

more assistance was available to them, and faculty in private colleges had

significantly less assistance available.

We asked about what it would-take to make a better class and allowed

instructors to check as many of the choices as applied. The overwhelming

first choice (53%) was "Students,better prepared to handle course re-

quirementsi," with "Instructor release time to develop course and/or material,

and "Availability of more media" close behind (both around 35%). Less than

1% of the faculty wanted fewer or no prerequisites, while 31% wanted stricter

prerequisites. ProfessiOnal development opportunities (25%) and better lab

facilities (21%) were also widely noted. Smaller classes were desired by

29% of theteachers, almost 40% in the social sciences while only 8%

wanted larger classes. Sixty-three percent of instructors at private,

liberal arts colleges felt they. needed more media. Part-timers wanted, more

freedom to choose materials andmore interaction with their colleagues.
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Center for the Study of Community Colleges
INSTRUCTOR SURVEY

'Your coll,gc is participating in a nationwide study conducted by the Center for the Study of Com-
munity Colleges under a grant from the National Science Foundation. The study is concerned with
the role of the sciences and technologies in two-year colleges curriculum, instructional practices
and course activities.
The survey asks questions about one of your classes offered last fail. The information gathered will.
help inform groups making policy, affecting the sciences. All information gatherjd is treated as
confidential and at no time will your answers be singled out. Our concern is ith aggregate instruc-
tional practices as discerned in a national sample.
We recognize that the survey is time-consuming and eve appreciate .your efforts in comple
Thank you very much.

ta;=-You eulleges class schedule indicated that in Fall, 1977 you were (caching.; .

(Course)

If this class was assign-ed to a different instruetor,'ptease
to give to the person who taught this class.

Section)

ern this sdrvey o your campus facilitator

If the class as not taught,-please,giVe us the reason Why, and then return the uncompleted
survey form in the accompanying envelope.

b. Class was not taught because: (explain briefly)

Please answer the questions in relation to the specified class.

2. Approximately how many students were initially enrolled in this class? Males

Females

3. Approximately how many students completed this
course and received grades? (Do not include
withdrawals or incompletes.) Males

Females

17 , 16



ems below that you believe properly describes this course:

a. Parallel or equivalent to a lower division college level course
at transfer instithtions. . . . . .. . . .

b. Designed for transfer students-majoring in One of the natural
resources fields--(e.g., agriculture, forestry)" or an allied health'
field (e.g., nursing, dental hygiene, etc.)

c. Designed for transfer students majoring in one of the phySical
or biological sciences, engineering, mathematics, or the health
sciences (e.g., pre-rhedieine,_ pre-dentistry)

/
------, d. Designed for,trarisfer students majoring in a non-science area

= e. Designed for occupational students inan'allied he- Ith area

f.Designed for occupational students in a science tech logy or
engineering technology area . . . . . . . . . . .

g. Desighed as a high school n-take up or reMedial course

h. Designed as a general education course or non-transfer and non-
- occupational students . . . . . ./ . . ., . .-- ./, . .

is Designed for further education or personal upgrading'idf adult
students ; . . .. . ,. . . . . , . .

j. Other (please specif y):

instructors may desire many qualities for their Students. Please select the'one quality In the
that you most wanted your students to achieve the specified cO7i.se.-

1) Understand/appreciate interrelationshipS of science and
technology with sociati-. . './ ..

2) Be able to understand scientific res afrch literature
3) Apply princiPles le/arned in course/to solve qualitative and/or

quantitativeproblerhs . . 1- . . . ; . . .
(

4) Develop prole in laboratory methods arid techniques of
the discipline .1-

ollowing-list 0 four

,. .
.

e listed Ink) which one did 'you most want our students 40 se ve?
_,./ \, , i_ 1)= Relate knowledge acqpired in class to real world systems, ___--- -

and problems . . ./ _._ ____ =. . -r . -. -.. . /. - .- .
_ - .

,
2) Understand the pripeiples m, concepts, and ter the discipline .

3) Develop appreciylon7understanding of scientific methodthod . .

4) Gain "hands -on' or field experience in applied pi

0
Ej 4

c; And from this list, which one did yid most want,your students to ach sve in the specified class

1) Learn touse tools of research in the scien es

2) Gainiqualities ofinind_usefurin further educ
3) Understand self . . .

4) ,Develop the ability-to think critically

6a. Were there prerequisite requirements for this course? Yes 0
_

_

b. IF YES: Which of `the following were required? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)

Prior course in.the same digcipline taken in highschool 0

2) -Prior course in any science taken in ',high school 0
Prior course in mathematics taken in = high school 0 3..

4) Declared science Or technology major . 4

5)' Achieved a-specified Score oh entrance examination .

-Other (pMase-s,p4ci6). 0 °

college 0
college 0
college 0 9



what percentage of class time

a. Your own lectures

1. Guest lecturers

Student verbal pre

d. Class discussion

VieWii4and/or li§teriing to film or taped media .

f. Simulation/gaming . . . . . . . .

g. Quizzes /examinations.. . . . . .

h. Field trips . _ . . . . .

i. Lecture/demonstration experiments
j. Laboratory experiments by students

k. Laboratory practical examinations and quizzes .

1. Other (please speci fy).

_devoted o-eatlf of the following:

entations_
. ......

46/47

48/49

50/5i.

52/53

Please add percentages to make
sure they agree with-total

8. How frequently were each of the following instructional media used in this c

Also check last box if you or-any member of your faculty developed
any of the designated media for this course

Developed
by self or

Frequently Occasionally Never other faculty -
used used -- used'` member

a Films
b. Single concept Ill
c. Filmstrips-
d. Slides . .

loops ....... ..
. . . . .

Audiotape /slide /film combinations

Overhead projected transparencies .

Audiotapes, cassettes, records . .

Videotapes .

02
0'
01 02

02
0' 02
0' 02

0' 02
0' 02
0' 02
0' 02
0', 02-
0' 02
0' 0
0' 02
0' 02

i. Television (broadcast /closed circuit)

Maps, charts, illustrations, displays .

Three dimensional models

Scientific instruments

Natural preierved or living specimens
Lecture or demonstration experiments- '-
involving chemical reagents or physical apparatus .

Other (please specify):

0
04
04
04
04
04

67

68

69

70

4



Which of the following materials were used in this class? CHECK EACH TYPE USED. THEN, FOR EACH TYPE
USED, PLEASE ANSWER ITEMS A-D.

How
many
pages in
total
were

Check students
Materials required
Used to read?

0 Textbooks .

.1

O Laboratory
2 materials

and Work-
-boOcs

Collections
3 of

readings . .

O Reference
4 books .

Journal
s' and/or

magazine
articles .

5

19 -21

25-2

31-33

37.39

Newspapers
43-45

0 Syllabi
7 and

handout
materials.

0 Problem
8 books .

0 Other
8 (please

specify)

49-51

55 -57

How satisfied were you
with these materials?

Would Definitely
like to intend

Well- change changing
satisfied them them

18

22

28

02

2

02

Did you
prepare
these
materials?

Yes No

17

23

How much say did you have in
the selection of these materials?

Selected
them but
had to Was
verify member of
with a a group Someone
chairperson that else

Total or admin- selected selected
say istra tor them them

24

1

0 2.

46 -
2

04

56



e indicate the emphasis given to each of the following student activities In this class.
Not included Included but Counted 23%

in determining counted less or more
student's than 25% towardgrade toward grade grade

a. Papers written outside of class
b. Papers written in class . .

c. Quick-score/objective tests/exams
d. Essay tests exams

e. Field reports .

f. Oral recitations .

g. Workbook completion .

h. Regular class attendance

i. Participation in class discussions .

j. Individual discussions with instructor
k. Research reports

1. Non-written projects

Homework .

n. Laboratory reports . .

o, _Laboratory unknowns and/or practical
exams (quantitative and qualitative)

p. Problem sets .

q. Other (please specify):

' 21 .
1 02

01 02
01, 2

01 21 2
01 22
01 0 2

1 02
01 0 2
01 0j2-

02'
o's

333

03-
05'
03

D

0

03

a
03

67

£5

70

71,

74

75

50

11. Examinations or quizies given tcvstudents.may ask them to demonstrate various abilities. Please indicate theimportance of each of these-abilities in the tests you gave in this course. (CHECK ONE BOX FOR EAC:4 ITEM)

Mastery of a skill .

b. Acquaintance'with concepts of he discipline
c. Recall of specific information

d. Understanding the significance of certain
works, events, phenomena, and experimen

e. Ability to, synthesize course content .

f. Relationship of concepts to student's own values
ther (please specify):

Very Somewhat Not
important important important

fr-

0 l 0 2 03
0' 22

12. What was the relative emphasis given to each type of question in written quizzes and examinations?
' (PLEASE RESPOND BY CHECKING ONE OF THE THREE BOXES. FOR EACH ITEM.)

Frequently Seldom
used used

a. Multiple response (including mu
-. choice and true/false)
b. Completion

c. Essay
1

d Solution of mathematical type problems
where the work must be shown

Construction of graphs, diagrams,
chemical type equations, etc. .

1

1. Derivtion of a mathematical relationship
g. Other (please specify): 1

01

c i6



\17a. Which these types of assistance were available toyou last term? CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

b. Which did you utilize? CHECK AS MANYAS APPLY.

a. Clerical help ._

b. Test-scoring facili
c. Tutors .

cl. Readers . .

a. b.
Assistance was
available to me
In the following

areas Utilized
48. 0 1

0 2.......
. .. . . .. .

e. Paraprofessional aides/instructional ssistants . .

01
02

'03 03
04

0s 06
f. Media producticln facilities/assistanr ce . . 0 n 06
g. Library /l lb /tianceographical asss . 0 7 0 7: ,.

h. _Laboratory/assistants os El_ I
0 9 01.01her (please specify):

Abbott 11th course may have been very effective, what would it take'bd have made It be
CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

a. More freedom to choose materials

b. More interaction with colleagues or administrators--; .
_ _

in teefcri2ncc from colleagues or administrators
z;

d. Larger claSs (more students)
c. Smaller class .

f. More reader/paraprofessional aides
g. More cleifical assistance

h. Availability of-snore media or instructional materials
/.1

.

Stricter prerequisites for admission to class

0 2

0
El 4

Os
06
07

r .

Fewer or no prerequisites fq i. admission to class

k. Changed course description
=

1. Instructor release time to develop course and/ /
or material . . . . ./ .

gbals and objectives ., .._,

n. ProfessioriardeVeloprnent opportunities_f

Better laboratoryfacilities . . .
f-

StUdents better prepared to handle cours
ql Other (please specify)_

nstrtictors .. . . . .



Now, just a few questions about you ..

19. How many years have you taught in any
two -year college?

20. At this college are you considered to be a:

a. Less than one year .

h. 1-2 years .

e. 3-4 years.

d. 5-10 years . . .

e. 11-20 years . .

1. Over 20 years. .

a. Full=tirne faculty member

b. Part-time faculty member . .

c. pcpartment or division chairperson
d. Administrator . .

e._Other (Iilease specify):

2lai,Are you &irreiiihT iployed in a research or industrial position directly Telatedto the discipline of this course.?

22. What is the highest degree you presently hold?

b. IF YES: For how many year

z. If previously you

number of years
ad bee: ployed in a related industry or

O.
a: Bac:helor's

b. Master's .

c. Doctorate

0'
02.

04

05

4

51

52

search "organization, please indicate the

1 58

02
-03

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for aking the time to complete this survey. Please seal the completed questionnaire in the envelOpe
'which is addres ecl to the project facilitator on your campus and return it to that Person. After collecting the forms
from all partici ants, the facilitator will forward the sealed chvelopes to the Center.
We appreciate }our prompt attention and participation in this important survey for the National Science Foundation.

Arthur M. Cohen
Principal Investigator

Florence B. Brawer
Reseatch Director


